Microsystems have the potential to impact biology by providing new ways to manipulate cells and the microenvironment around them. Simply physically manipulating cells or their environment-using microfluidics, electric fields, or optical forces-provides new ways to separate cells and organize cell-cell interactions. Immune cells are of particular interest because of their central role in defending the body against foreign invaders. As a consequence, many microfluidic devices have been used to study both the basic biology of immune cells as well as to assay them for clinical use.
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Microsystems have the potential to impact biology by providing new ways to manipulate cells and the microenvironment around them. Simply physically manipulating cells or their environment-using microfluidics, electric fields, or optical forces-provides new ways to separate cells and organize cell-cell interactions. Immune cells are of particular interest because of their central role in defending the body against foreign invaders. As a consequence, many microfluidic devices have been used to study both the basic biology of immune cells as well as to assay them for clinical use. Our lab has developed technologies on both ends of the spectrum, from cell pairing devices able to study information flow in immune cells, to electrical sorting devices for assaying immune cell function in response to disease. In terms of cell pairing, we have developed two complementary approaches to creating programmed pairs ofcells, one using capture "cups" and a three-step back-and-forth loading procedure to pair thousands of cells in parallel 1, 2 , and the other using microfluidic "corrals" to contain cells 3, 4 ( Figure 1 ). With these devices we can pair immune cells with each other or with other cells (i.e., tumor cells to study information flow from first contact to downstream effector functions, elucidating how decision-making occurs in these interactions. In terms of electrical sorting devices, we have developed microfluidic systems to sort cells based on their intrinsic electrical properties. Electrical properties have previously been correlated with important biological phenotypes (apoptosis, cancer, etc.), but a sensitive and specific method approach has been lacking. We have developed a method called isodielectric separation that uses electric fields to drive cells to the point in a conductivity gradient where they become electrically transparent, resulting in a continuous separation method specific to electrical properties [5] [6] [7] [8] . With this method, we have screened the entire genome of an organism to understand the biological basis of electrical properties, finding that the relationship between genetics and intrinsic properties has both intuitive and nonintuitive features.
